Balsa Beavers Model Flying Club

Consolidated Contest Report - 2013
This report contains a consolidation of contest reports from 2013.
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Impromptu Fun Fly - March 9, 2013
by Doug Blackmore
Someone, Keith maybe, noticed that the weather was going to be suitable and
contacted some of us with the idea that we fly on Saturday. We don't all have a
complete list of e-mail addresses, so only a few were able to join us.
We had a great time, as you can see in these pictures, but our inability to "get the word
out" bothered me. At our subsequent club meeting on March 13, I suggested to the
members that I write a web-based application that would allow us to disseminate
impromptu plans such as our March 9 "Fun Fly". I got to work coding, and at our April
10 meeting I unveiled the first three applications of our new "members" area of our
website. These are the applications:
(1) Profile Maintenance
Our members can keep us up-to-date with their current email address.
They can also subscribe to certain types of email:
 official club notices,
 automatic flight plan notices,
 member-to-member email.
(2) Send Email
Using the list of email addresses maintained by the members, a member
can send email to another member(s) "blind" - without knowing their actual
email address. The receiving member must be a "subscriber" to these
types of emails. This allows members who don't know each other well to
get in touch quickly.
(3) Flight Plans
When a member decides to go flying on a day there is no official
scheduled event, the member can enter their "flight plan" into the
application. The simple-to-use pick lists allows you to complete the
process in about 30 seconds. The flight plan shows up immediately on the
site's home page and events page, and subscribed members get an email
with the plan details automatically.
These applications are now the primary mechanism used by members to get the word
out on "impromptu fun flys". There is no longer an excuse to say "gee I didn't know you
were going flying".
Of course it wasn't that easy for me - there were additional administrative applications
required, a database to create, security to implement, Apache, HTML, PHP, CSS, JavaScript, FTP,
Excel, Windows Scripting, DOS, ... blah, blah, blah. But that is another story.
And now the pictures...
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Just enough snow had melted that we didn't have to shovel anything.

Keith M had the first flight of the "season".
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Watch your step out there; the snow is crunchy.

Juan B had not flown for a few decades and really couldn't
wait for the snow to melt for him to fly again.
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Niagara Falls Spring Opener Stunt
Event

Niagara Falls Spring
Opener Stunt Event
As everyone knows, the
spring brings the birds,
flowers, and, best of all,
model airplanes!
In the first contest of the
season, it is time to blow the
dust off the airplanes, oil the
engines, and check the
condition of the control lines
for the first few flights of the season!
The Niagara Falls Spring Opener Stunt Event was a perfect day for mid-May, and although
there were not a huge number of participants present, the contest was a pleasant one as the
conditions for flying were near picture perfect!
Dave Kelly, Geoff Higgs, and Ron Peters kindly groomed the site for the event, and we were
treated to flying off the best Control Line site in Southern Ontario!
The Profile Stunt was flown first, and light breezes made sure that everyone was able to do their
best without risking models! Len Bourel finished up winning the event with a best flight score of
136.1 pts. Dave Kelly and Ron Peters were right behind Len, taking second and third places
respectively.
A nice shot of Dave Kelly’s profile stunt plane in flight!
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F2B (FAI) stunt event was flown next, with five very good competitors taking the field to
compete!
Peter Hanson and Konstantin Bajakine finished a close first and second, with only about four
points different in their final scores.
John McFayden came third with a respectable score of 138.7 points, flying his original LA.46
powered stunter.
So, all in all, a good day was had by all. No wreckage was left, nor did any models require
repair after the event was over. It was another perfect day in Niagara Falls, and a good start to
the 2013 Control Line competition season.

The winners of the Profile Stunt Event – (L) Dave Kelly - 2nd place
(M) Len Bourel – 1st place
(R) Ron Peters - 3rd place
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F2B Winner Van Peter Hanson prepares for take-off!

Stunt Veteran Geoff Higgs does some engine work between flights.
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The 2013 Toronto & District Control Line Championships

The 2013 Toronto & District Control Line
Championships
If there was ever a contest plagued by bad weather, it has always been the Toronto &
District Control Line Championships!
For over fifty years it has been the club’s longest running contest, and in all of its
history, it has always happened, regardless of the weather!
The 2013 edition was no exception, as again the weather gods decided that wind and
rain would have to be endured if the contest was to be completed.
The Saturday events started off well enough with the Profile Scale event being flown
first.
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The breezes were light, and although the clouds threatened rain, the event was
completed without incident. Chris Brownhill emerged as the eventual winner with his
venerable Hampden Mk I, Paul Smith gained second place with his Grumman Bearcat,
and Gord Gimbert finished third with a fine flight on his Junkers 288 night fighter.
The Old Time Stunt event was flown next, with the weather still holding up, and all
flights were again completed. Len Bourel won the event with his Fox .35 powered
Viking, followed by John McFayden and Chris Brownhill, both flying O.S. LA .25
powered Ringmasters.
On the grass circle, the combateers were slugging it out in the 80 MPH Combat Event,
and many thrilling matches were flown to the delight of the onlookers!
Yarislov Melkinov emerged as the eventual winner, with Brad Lapointe finishing in
second place, and Pat Mackenzie in third.
Just as the LA.25 Sport Race event was about to take place, the field was pelted with
heavy thundershowers, and as the threat of lightning seemed imminent, it was decided
to postpone the event until the Bean Field Grand Prix contest in early July.

John McFayden with his original LA.46 Stunter won second place in F2B
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Gord Gimbert’s attractive Avro 504K won first place in the Sport Scale Event

Sunday dawned cloudy and very windy. This certainly did not promise good flying for
those entering the Profile Stunt event, but four brave flyers did try putting in flights, with
the winds gusting up to 25 mph!
Profile Stunt turned out to be a survivor's only event, with only Len Bourel completing
his flight, and winning 1st Place. John McFayden and Mike McMahon finished next, in
second and third respectively. Unfortunately though, Mike lost a model while attempting
to complete the stunt pattern!
Due to the increasing wind speed, it was decided to hold the F2B Event on the date of
the 56th Anniversary Event, and in much better conditions. Finally it was flown at the 56 th
Anniversary Event. Len Bourel took first place, John McFayden won second, and Mike
McMahon again took third.
The F2D FAI Combat event was struggling in the wind as well, and it almost impossible
to get “cuts” in the high winds. By mid-afternoon it was decided to finish the event at
the Bean Field Grand Prix in order to get a meaningful result.
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The rest of the contest was “serialized” at the Bean Field Grand Prix, the Southern
Ontario Control Line Championships, and the 56th Anniversary Event, with the results
noted below.

Gord Gimbert (Right) wins 1st place in Sport Scale on a much nicer day in
September!

“The Winner” –
Len Bourel
accepts plaque for
1st Place win in
F2B (FAI) Stunt
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Contest Results
Sport Scale:
1st Place Gord Gimbert

Avro 504K

145 pts.

Profile Scale
1st Place Chris Brownhill Hampden MK I 164 pts
2nd “
Paul Smith
Bearcat
159 pts
3rd “
Gord Gimbert Junkers 288
146 pts
LA.25 Sport Race
1st Place Paul Smith/Ken Towers
2nd “
Steve Stefanovic/Peter Hanson
3rd “
Len Bourel/Doug Blackmore
Old Time Stunt
1st Place Len Bourel
Brodak Viking
nd
2
“
John McFayden Ringmaster
rd
3
“
Chris Brownhill Ringmaster
Profile Stunt
1st Place Len Bourel
2nd “
John McFayden
rd
3
“
Mike McMahon

Brodak Cardinal
Bandit

F2B Stunt
1st Place Len Bourel
2nd “
John McFayden
rd
3
“
Mike McMahon

10:12:47 (140 Lap Final)
13:51:34
“
101 laps
DNF

297.25 pts
279.75 pts
259.15 pts

134.45 pts
105.3 pts
91.8 pts

139.6 pts
135.6 pts
110.15 pts

80 MPH Combat
1st Place Yaroslav Melkinov
2nd “
Brad Lapointe
rd
3
“
Pat Mackenzie
F2D (FAI) Combat
1st Place Pat Mackenzie
2nd
“
Ivan Mackenzie
3rd
“
Dimitre Valkanov

Grand Champion - Len Bourel
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The Bean Field Grand Prix 2013
July 6 & 7, 2013
SPEED LIMIT COMBAT
Champion: Yaroslav Melnikov

Speed Limit Combat
Pilot
Yaroslav Melnikov
Pat Mackenzie
Steve Kott

Place
1st
2nd
3rd

Pat Mackenzie - Yaroslav Melnikov - Steve Kott
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F2D COMBAT
Champion: Pat Mackenzie

F2D Combat
Pilot
Pat Mackenzie
Brad LaPointe
Ron Marchionne
Ivan Mackenzie
Ed Bryzy
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Place
1st
2nd
3rd
4th
4th

LA 25 SPORT RACE
Champions: Stefanovic / Hanson

Steve Stefanovic

Peter Hanson

LA 25 Sport Race
Team
Stefanovic / Hanson
Towers / Smith
Bourel / Blackmore
Poliak / Bourel
Smith / Towers

Heat 1
4:45:00
5:27:47
5:41:10
21 laps
4:08:34

Heat 2
pass
5:35:97
5:59:45
pass
pass

Final
Time
Place
Smith / Bourel
9:24:04
1st
Stefanovic / Hanson
11:13:25
2nd
Towers / Blackmore
11:29:16
3rd
Lap counters : Keith Morgan, Tina Morgan, Jim Jarrett,
Naomi Macklem, Len Bourel
Race Starter : John McFayden
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PROFILE STUNT
Champion: John McFayden

Profile Stunt
Pilot
Flight 1
John McFayden
136
Keith Morgan
135.75
Chris Brownhill
123.5
Doug Blackmore
107
Judges: Len Bourel, Naomi Macklem

Flight 2
142.25
134.05
127.3
126.45

Doug Blackmore with his Pathfinder
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Place
1st
2nd
3rd

Beavers
Cup Points

F2B STUNT
Champion: Peter Hanson

F2B Stunt
Pilot
Flight 1 Flight 2
Peter Hanson
144.15
145.25
Len Bourel
140.70
141.60
John McFayden
135.90
137.15
Keith Morgan
129.98
131.55
Judges: Chris Brownhill, Naomi Macklem
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Place
1st
2nd
3rd

These photos were taken at the Bean Field Grand Prix, but were actually trophy awards
for T&D makeup events.
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The traditional lighting of the flame
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Southern Ontario Control Line
Championships 2013
August 23 - 25, 2013
This late summer event was held at the
Beanfield flying site which is graciously
maintained by Brad Lapointe as a focal point
for Control Line activity in Southern Ontario.
The weather was mostly favourable for the
event. The sun was out for almost all of the
time, and for the most part, the winds were
moderate for Control Line flying.
Twenty-eight competitors turned out to fly in
ten events, and as usual, the competition was
intense, especially in the combat events.
Friday’s events started with LA.25 Sport
Race, which ended in a rousing final race that
resulted in victory for the team of Steve
Stefanovic of Niagara Falls, and Peter
Hanson of Burlington, with a final time of
8:32:79 for 140 laps (ten miles). Closely
following them in second place was the team
of Paul Smith (Sterling Heights, Michigan),
and Chris Brownhill, with a time of 9:29:21.
The third place finishers were Len Bourel of
Toronto, and Doug Blackmore of Brampton with very credible time of 10:37:38.
The Old Time Stunt event was the next event on the card, and although the participation
was not as good as we have seen in other meets, the flying was excellent! Len Bourel
with his Viking stunter was the eventual winner with a score of 318 points. He was
closely followed in second place by John McFayden (Dundas, Ontario) with a
Ringmaster, and a score of 306 points. Paul Smith took third place with his profile
Trixter, with a final score of 290 points.
The Jim Walker event was unfortunately also thinly attended, which is unfortunate as it
is an excellent event for the beginner to get some useful contest experience.
Chris Brownhill (Toronto) wound up as the eventual winner with his RMS Ringmaster
powered by an O.S. LA.25. His luck was incredible as he scored an almost perfect
spot landing to clinch the event with a final score of 65 points. Juan Barrada of
Mississauga closely followed him in second place flying a SIG Skyray, again powered
by the same popular O.S. engine. He did very well in his first contest with a score of
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64.65. In third spot was Paul Smith who unfortunately had some fuel tank issues with
his usually very successful “Dago Red” racer powered by a Nelson .15.
80MPH Combat was hotly contested throughout the afternoon, with many thrilling
matches being flown to the delight of the spectators.
Dimitre Valkanov emerged as the eventual winner, followed by Brad Lapointe in second
place, and Robert Birch in third.
Saturday again dawned with fair weather, and light winds much to the delight of the
Scale flyers.
John McFayden and Paul Smith judged the event, and many good flights were made by
the participants.
Jack Humphreys flew his beautiful Cessna Crane in the Profile event. It featured
electric power, retractable landing gear, and independently operating flaps. He came
second to his arch-rival, Chris Brownhill, who flew his well-worn Hampton bomber to win
first place. (As only a point or so separated the two, it was truly debatable as to who
was the real winner!)
Naomi Macklem, in her first Profile Scale event, flew a PT-19 trainer in American
colours to win third place with a score of 116.16.
In the Sport Scale class, the entry was limited, so Chris Brownhill re-entered his
Hampton to help make a contest out of it. Again, he edged out Jack Humphreys, with
his pretty Amiot 90 bomber, by a couple of points to take first. Naomi Macklem flew the
PT-19 again to win third with a score of 133.1.
In Fun Scale, Chris Brownhill took first place again with his profile Gloster Gladiator,
despite some difficulties in getting it off the grass. Naomi Macklem flew the PT-19 yet
again to win second.
Again, it was unfortunate that participation was down a bit this year in the Scale events.
The Profile and Fun classes are easy for anyone to build and fly, and it is a shame that
more folks don’t take advantage of these simplified scale events.
The FAI Combat flyers again flew some thrilling matches, which are sometimes
astounding to watch if you are not familiar with this exciting event! The air was filled
with foam particles, and shredded streamers as the afternoon progressed, and it soon
became apparent that it might not be over by sunset as the rematches were run, and rerun.
Eventually, Ivan MacKenzie emerged as the winner, with Dimitre Valkanov in second
place.
There was a three-way tie for third, but no one had the energy to fight this place out to
its rightful conclusion. On Sunday, the Stunt flyers took the centre stage of the
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competition. The air was only mildly breezy for the Profile Stunt event, and the
redoubtable John McFayden was the eventual winner with a score of 140.05 points.
Dave Kelly of Kitchener came second with a score of 137.25 points, and Doug
Blackmore won third place (for the first time!) with a total 133.75 points, which was an
excellent effort for a newcomer to the event.
The weather for the FAI Stunt event (F2B) was not nearly so kind to the participants, as
by late morning the winds had picked to about 20 to 25 KPH!
Fortunately, the wind direction was such that no huge amount of turbulence was created
by the trees, and all the competition flights landed safely. (It is fair to say that it says
something about the quality of today’s stunt flyers, because in the old days, no one flew
C/L stunt in such windy conditions!)
Konstantine Bajaikine and Peter Hanson finished first and second respectively, with
final scores of 145 and 143.05 points. Lenny Bourel finished in third place with some
excellent flying, and a score of 137.95
Again we are indebted to Brad Lapointe for again being the gracious host by preparing
the site, and laying on hot dogs and hamburgers for lunch, plus some excellent corn.
If you haven’t made it to the Beanfield for one of the excellent events that are held there
annually, you are certainly missing out on a treat!
(more pictures follow...)

Len Bourel’s Old Time Viking Stunter comes in to land.
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Jack Humphreys’ Amiot 90 in high flight

Jack Humphreys’ Cessna Crane in flight with wheels retracted
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Geoff Higgs classic British Gold Cup stunter

Naomi Macklem, and her loot from the Scale event
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Fall Stunt Contest/F2B Trials 2013
Niagara Falls, Ontario - September 15, 2013

Fall Stunt Contest/F2B Trials – Niagara Falls, Ontario
It is sometimes only in September that you get the really glorious flying weather that you remember
forever!
And such was the case with the Fall Stunt Contest/F2B Trials held in Niagara Falls on Sept. 14, 2013.
This was a combination F2B Stunt Event, and team trials which was held in order to select the stunt
flyers for the Canadian Control Line Team which will compete in the Control Line World Championships
to be held in Poland in the summer of 2014.
Six contestants entered the event, of which four were competing in the actual team trials.
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The weather started off being a bit breezy in the morning, with a variable north-east wind that had the
irritating habit of shifting when the odd thermal came through the area.
This made it difficult for the contestants to know exactly where to fly the stunt pattern so as to be sure
to place their maneuvers directly in front of the judging panel.
Many really good flights were made during the event, and the final result was almost a photo finish for
the first two places!
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The Profile Stunt event was flown in the afternoon, when the wind suddenly became lighter, and the
conditions became almost perfect for flying Control Line precision aerobatics!
Six entries signed up to fly in the event, and the competition was just as fierce as in the F2B event.
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Len Bourel wound up being the eventual winner with his trusty Brodak Cardinal powered by an O.S.
LA .46.
John Mc Fayden came in second place flying his original profile stunter, again using the ubiquitous O.S.
LA.46 to good effect. Dave Kelly finished in third with another Cardinal, using the same engine as the
other two gents, to nobody’s surprise!
To sum up, a good day was had by all, with no aircraft lost or damaged in the tourney. The Niagara Falls
weather was again superb, and the event was a fitting to conclusion to the 2013 stunt flying season!
By the way, many thanks to Dave Kelly for being the CD, and to Geoff Higgs and Ron Peters for cutting
the flying circle grass to perfection.
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Balsa Beavers 56th Anniversary Event

Gord Gimbert’s beautiful Sport Scale Avro 504K

Balsa Beavers 56th Anniversary Event
Toronto, Ontario - September 28 - 29, 2013
The weather at the end of summer sometimes is the best that you will see all year, and this was
the case at the Balsa Beavers 56th Anniversary Event, held on the weekend of September 28 &
29.
The usual Musciano and 1/2A Scale events that are usually flown on the Saturday were very
thinly attended this year, with some of the prominent contestants for these events being away
whilst moving into, or improving newly acquired properties.
For this reason, it was decided to let things go the way of the “Fun Fly”, with members flying
some sport models for fun, while the F2D Combat event was flown on the grass circle.
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The combat was particularly spirited as it was the end of the contest season, and it appeared
that some of the contestants were intent on using up their excess inventories of airplanes in
order to make way for new ones over the winter!
The winners of the F2D event were as follows:
1st Place – Yaroslav Melkinov
2nd “
- Ivan MacKenzie
rd
3 “
- Pat MacKenzie

An intense combat match between Brad Lapointe (L) and Pat MacKenzie (R)

The action on Sunday morning shifted to the famous (or infamous, as you choose!) 100 Mile
Sport Race Marathon.
This is a 1400 lap race in which the contestant and model have to fly one hundred actual miles,
with refueling and restarting taking place a minimum of twenty times during the race.
It is a true test of man and machine, as each contestant is only allowed two models with which
to finish the race, although engine replacements can be made as often as required!
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The winning team of Mike McMahon and Brad Lapointe completed the 1400 laps in a time of 1
hour and 39 minutes to take first place honours.
The second place team of Chris Brownhill, John McFayden, and Len Bourel also finished,
although with a not so astounding time of 2 hours and 6 minutes.
The team of Steve Stefanovic and Peter Hanson completed 876 laps to claim third place.
(Peter had the bad luck to trip over a water bottle which caused a hard landing after take-off,
and damaged their spare airplane. As they had already replaced their first airplane, they could
no longer finish the race.)

Mike McMahon (L) and Brad Lapointe (R) proudly display their winning model, along with the
famous BBMFC Marathon Trophy. (A perpetual award dating back to the 1960’s)
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Day of the Ringmaster Event – October 5/6 2013

Day of the Ringmaster Event – October 5/6 2013
This is always the last event in the Balsa Beaver’s calendar of events, and it is usually
accompanied by typical October weather, with the mix of rain showers, snow showers,
strong breezes, and cool temperatures.
This year’s event was almost balmy compared with some of our earlier attempts at this
World-Wide celebration of the iconic Ringmaster.
The idea is to have participating countries and their clubs report the number of
Ringmaster flights at their own events in order to contribute to a world total. Some two
thousand flights are recorded every year, and it is a suitable salute to the most
produced model airplane kit of all time!
The Balsa Beavers contributed about 118 flights to the score, with 75 of them being
flown at the Burlington R/C club flying circle, and the remainder being launched at
Centennial Park, in Etobicoke, on the following day.
The participants included John McFayden, Naomi Macklem, Len Bourel, David Hoover,
Rob Pringle, Keith Morgan, Tom Morgan, Chris Brownhill, Doug Blackmore, and Stuart
Henderson. (I will apologize for any I have omitted, at this point!)
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Len Bourel and John McFayden prepare a Baby Ringmaster for flight

A line of Ringmasters at Burlington, of every colour and size!
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